AbsnacCHigh peak to average power rstio (PAR) is a major problem that is inherent to all multi-carrier communication systems. Clipping the high peak power samples introduces (extra) clipping noise, which degrades the system performance in terms o f bit ermr rate (BER). Measuring BER usually requires very long simulation time, as dipping D C C U~S very rarely. I n this paper, we propose a method called clipping noise injection, which allows to estimate BER (due to clipping) in DMT-based systems in a fast and quite precise way. Savings ofas great as 90% or more are observed in some simulations that are reported in this paper. Higher savings are expected when lower BER cases have to be studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discrete multitone modulation (DMT) has been standardized as the line code for ADSL transceiver. In DMT, modulation is performed using Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). According to central limit theorem, the time domain DMT samples have a zero-mean Gaussian distribution 191 . Therefore, it is possible that some samples have an amplitude that is larger than the maximum dynamic range of the DIA and AID converters or the power amplifier in the system. In this case, clipping occurs at these samples and degrades the system BER performance. Since clipping occurs very rarely and becomes even rarer after applying PAR reduction schemes (see, e.g., [Z] , [4] , [SI and [6] ), the BER is very small. Therefore, it is extremely time consuming to measure the BER. This is very inefficient, especially when we want to fine-tune some system parameters or compare the BER performance of different peak power reduction schemes.
In [I] , a fast method is proposed to estimate the error propagation in decision feedback detectors. This method speeds up the simulations by artificially injecting noise samples into the system. The main thrust of this paper is to extend the idea of noise injection to the DMT systems to provide a fast estimafe of the BER. In this method, noise samples, which have the same characteristics and effect as clipping noise, are injected at unclipped data symbols in order to observe the effect of clipping more frequently,thu s reducing the simulation time significantly.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we present a study on the statistical properties 6f the clipping noise. The fast estimation method called clipping noise injection is introduced in Section Ill. In Section IV, the simulation results and the comparisons of the BERs obtained by direct simulation and clipping noise injection are presented. The simulation time required by each method is also given. The conclusions of the paper are drawn in Section V 0-7803-7632-3/02/$17.00 02002 IEEE 569
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF CLIPPING NOISE
Because clipping only occurs when the amplitude of the DMT samples exceeds the clipping level, the distribution function of the clipping impulses is the tail portion of the Gaussian distribution. Assuming the clipping level to be AClip, the clipping noise x. for a DMT sample x can be written as Note that xc is negative when x > A,,, and is positive when x < -Aclip. The cumulative probability of the tail portion of the zero-mean Gaussian distribution is given by
Using ( I ) and (Z), we can write the probability density function (PDF) of the clipping impulses as
The factor of 1/Pt is introduced so as to normalize the tail portion ofthe Gaussian distribution, such that the total probability is equal to I . Once we get the distribution function of the clipping impulse from (3), generating the clips becomes straightfonvard.
Another problem that needs consideration here is how many clips should be injected in each block of DMT samples. To answer this question, we need to calculate the probability of having n clips inside one block of DMT samples. The probability that a DMT sample exceeds the clipping level, Acliplis given by:
L i i p (2:) where p(x)is the PDF of the normal random variable x. To simplify our discussion here and also the noise injection procedures that are developed subsequently, we only consider the clips which occur at isolated samples of DMT. That is, at samples that are sufficiently apart from each others so that the clipped samples can be assumed independent of one another. In the next section, where we present more details of noise injection method, correlation among neighboring samples is considered and integrated in the noise injection procedures. In light of the above discussions, the probability of having m isolated samples exceeding the clipping level inside one block of 512 DMT samples can be calculated as
where c: 2 is the combinatorial coefficient
Therefore, the probability of having n isolated samples or more exceeding the clipping level within 512 DMT samples is given by
We can also work out the probability of having n isolated clips inside a block of DMT samples given clipping has occurred as 
A. Overview oJclipping noise injecrion
As the name suggests, the idea of clipping noise injection is to make clipping present at every DMT block by purposefully injecting clipping noise into each block ofDMT samples whenever clipping does not occur. The BER for this scenario will be much larger due to the more frequent occurrence of clipping, hence a shorter simulation time i s needed. The acbal BER of the system can then be approximated by multiplying the BER after clipping noise injection with the probability of clipping, Pclip, if one assumes that the errors due to channel noise are insignificant. To include the errors due to channel noise as well, we proceed as follow. Let BERdi, denote BER obtained from direct simulation. Also, let BERinj and BERn, respectively, denote the BER measured through noise injection and the BER due to channel noise only. We also use the letters N and e to denote the total number of bits in each simulation and the number of observed bit errors, respectively. Moreover, proper subscripts are added to refer to various obvious cases. With these notations, we get
In this derivation, we have used the identity %3& = % ! ! i which is based on the assumption that errors due to channel noise and clipping noise are independent of each other. Strictly speaking, such assumption may not be true. Hence, (9) has to be looked at as an approximation. An analytical evaluation of this approximation turns out to be a very difficult task. We thus resori to computer simulations for evaluation of (9). The results presented in Section IV show that indeed (9) provides an accurate estimate of the BER. The procedure of noise injection is summarized in Figure 1 . For every DMT symbol, we check whether clipping has occurred or not. If clipping has occurred, we directly apply PAR reduction method to the symbol. If clipping has not occurred, we generate clipping impulses with the distribution given in Section I1 at isolated random positions and add them to the original DMT symbol. We call this step the clipping noise injection, because we have purposefully injected clipping noise to the DMT samples that have not actually been clipped. Correlation among DMT samples is then considered and the samples adjacent to the clipped samples are modified accordingly. After that, we apply clipping reduction scheme to the injected clips, and check for secondary clips. Secondary clips refer to the new clips generated while compensating for an existing clip. If secondary clips occur, we just clip the signal and transmit the clipped signal. Following this procedure, we have intentionally made clipping occur in every block of DMT samples. In h, the middle sample is used to remove the excessive size of the clipped sample, while the other samples are included to push the clipping noise towards high frequency sub-camers. For ease of reference, we shall refer to the middle sample as the primary sample and to the rest as secondary samples.
In a DMT-based ADSL system, usually there are no bits allocated to some high frequency sublcarriers because of their poor signal to noise ratio (SNR). As a result, the DMT samples after IFFT are correlated. Therefore, when clipping occurs, it is likely that the neighbouring samples of the clipped sample have high amplitudes too due to the correlation. As discussed in Section 11, we ignore such correlations in the start up of the noise injection procedure. This, through computer simulations, has been found to be an acceptable approximation. However, when applying spectrum shaping, the probability of getting secondary clips is high and these may not be ignored. On the other hand, for a block of DMT samples without any clipping, all the samples are likely to be low in amplitude due to the correlation between them. Thus, if we inject clipping noise at random positions and perform filtering directly, the chance of getting secondary clips will be lower compared to direct simulations. Therefore, in order to get correct number of secondary clips, we must take into consideration the factor of correlation among samples in each DMT block whenever a clip is injected.
Since the high pass filter used in spectrum shaping method of 121 has only 3 taps, we only need to consider the two adjacent samples of each injected clipping noise sample. Let the vector x denote a DMT block with none of its samples exceeding the clipping level. We inject a clipping impulse with amplitude xc to a randomly selected sample of x, x,. This simulates the case where the nfh sample of x is equal to Aclip -xe. Let us denote this new sample as xb to distinguish it from the original xn. Due to the correlation between the time domain samples. the two adjacent samples x ; +~ and z; -l are likely to have high amplitudes as well, thus they may be clipped. Given the sample value ofxb, the conditional distribution ofxb,, and xk-, is given by [SI:
where T, is the correlation coefficient o f x i and (or x; and xi-,). It can be shown that when similar power is allocated to all used subcarriers, the correlation coefficient of zm and xn is given by where f? is the i-th row of the IDFT Matrix and p is a vector having values of one in all the used sub-carriers and values of zero in the unused sub-camen.
Thus, starting with a random position "n", we generate the dummy samples Z;-~,X and x;+~ as mentioned above. These samples replace x"-~, xn and x,+l in x. We call the resulting vector x'. We then apply spectrum shaping method to x' and clip the secondary clips if they occur. This results in a new vector which is called x',lip . We then define x '~ = xlc1ip -x'.
This gives the final clipping noise vector. Therefore, the noise injection of the original DMT vector x is realized by adding xIC to x.
The above procedure may be summarized as follows:
. Choose a random position, n, in an unclipped DMT block x . Construct new x' by replacing xn by Aeiip -ze, and and x',+~, respectively, generated using the . Apply spectrum shaping to x' and clip secondary clips if they occur. Call the result ~'~l i~ and obtain xIC = x',lip -XI
. Add xfC to the original x and transmit the resultant samples.
This procedure specifies the injection and filtering of a single clip. The injection and filtering of multiple clips is performed similarly.
C. Noise injection for optimalfiltering method
The procedure for clipping noise injection for the case of optimal filtering method proposed in [4] is similar to the case of 'Sui~lly rpcalring, given z;,z and should be selected sequentially as follows. We choose =)+,(or z;-,)us ing the dislribution pmbabiliry (IO). and inject clipping noise xc to xn.
x , +~ by probability distribution function' (IO). spectrum shaping method introduced above. Here, we are considering an optimal filter with a length of 33 taps, designed using constrained least square (CLS) method [3] . Therefore, the only difference from the spectrum shaping case is that we need to consider secondary clips due to 32 neighbouring samples of the injected clipping impulse, instead of 2.
We can calculate the correlation coefficient for DMT samples at different positions. The results show that the correlation coefficient decreases as the distance between the samples increases. Hence, there is a smaller probability of getting secondary clips at positions further away from the injected clip. To calculate such probabilities, we define the following variables:
-Pwc(x,+rllz,l> Aciip): probabilityofhavinga secondary clip at xn+k given that there is a clip at xn r k : Correlation coefficient between xn and x,+~ -h vector of 33 tap filter coefficient. The filter coefficient corresponding to xn+k is h 1 7 + k , since h17 is the center sample used to remove the clip.
The probability of having a secondary clip at x,+* given that there is a clip with an amplitude of xe at xn is given by Pwe(zn+~ I IxnI> Aelip) Pwc(xn+k I xn > Aclip) + P s c e (~n + k IT" < -A c~i p ) P ( X n + k + xc h17+k > A e~i p I ~n > Aelip) P ( X n + k + ~c h 1 7 t k < -Aslip I X" > A EllP ' The value of PI can be calculated numerically. All the three other probabilities in (12) can also be obtained in a similar way. Sum of these 4 probabilities is equal to the probability of having a secondary clip at xn,k given that there is a clip at xn.
From the numerical values of the probability of secondary clips, we have found that the majority of the secondary clips are likely to occur at the first two neighbouring samples of xn. Therefore, we can make the approximation by only considering the first two neighbouring samples and assuming that the CORelations of the other neighbouring samples are zero. Following the same procedure as the clipping noise injection method for spectrum shaping, we need to generate dummy samples X : _~, X L-l, z ) +~ and I:+* given that there is an injected clipping noise at 5,. The distribution function for x:-~ and x',+~ given z : is given by (IO). Strictly dependency of the samples as we did for the spectrum shaping method, we assume in our simulations that the distribution function ofxb-, (or z:+~) depends only on the value ofs; and thus a similar distribution to (IO) is used to select xb-? and zkt2.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results for the estimation of the BER of the clipping noise injection method as well as the BER obtained from direct simulations. We also give the simulation time' required for both methods. The channel model used in all the simulations is loop 6 of the 8 CSA loops mentioned in [7] . The bit loading follows Chow's odoff energy-distribution calculation algorithm [9] . For simplicity of simulation, no coding scheme is included in the system. Square constellations are used in all the simulations to simplifi mapping and demapping. Channel noise is assumed to be white. Figure 2 shows simulation results of BER from the clipping noise injection method and the BER from the direct simulation for spectrum shaping method. Under no clipping noise, for each SNR bit allocation has aimed for aBERof l o -' . We observe that the noise injection procedure produces a good approximation to the actual BER. In Figure 2 . we also show the BER obtained from noise injection method without considering the correlation bctween neighbouring samples. As expected, the BERs obtained by this method are far from the actual BERs obtained from direct simulations. Table I compares the simulation time of direct simulation and the clipping noise injection method. The great difference between the two sets of simulation time, especially for larger values of clipping level, shows the significance of the proposed clipping noise injection method. We expect larger savings in simulation time for higher values of Aelip. Figure 3 and Table I1 show similar results for the 33-tap optimal filtering. Again the results show that clipping noise injection method gives a good approximation of the actual BER of the system and simulation times are reduced significantly. To assess the performance loss of the system due to reduction in Aclip,s imulations were carried out using the same channel, but, this time, the bit allocation is calculated using channel SNR of 40 dB and BERn @ER due to channel noise) of
The simulation results for spectrum shaping method as well as 33-tap filtering method are shown in Figure 4 . in BER. Based on this figure, the system designer can decide on the selection of Aclip for an optimal tradeoff between system complexity and BER performance loss. Note that the setting of BER=10-5 in our simulations here is to allow direct simulation, for comparison, in reasonable amount of time. For lower BERs, e.g., BERn = lo-', using direct simulation would require prohibitively long time to attempt. However, this will not be the case for clipping noise injection method. Such results are also shown in Figure 4 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a method called'clipping noise injection to provide a fast estimate of the BER perfarmance of DMT-based systems. In particular, we applied the proposed method to estimate the BER ofan ADSL system employing spectrum shaping [2] and optimal filtering [4] 
